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Welcome
Welcome to the November 2015 Mahlab Roundtable Report.
Mahlab introduced Roundtable Reports in 2014 to facilitate the exchange of ideas about the
challenges, concerns and opportunities facing legal professionals. The roundtables have proven
popular, allowing legal professionals to connect, share their experiences and learn from each other.
These ongoing roundtables are held in Sydney and Melbourne with various stakeholders including
private practice lawyers, partners, HR professionals, general counsel and company secretaries.
We are pleased to present the Sole Legal Counsel Roundtable Report.
This report focuses on the challenges, concerns and opportunities of sole legal counsel. Roundtables
were attended by 28 lawyers employed in corporations of varying sizes from large, mature
businesses, to small start-ups. A range of companies were represented from across the
manufacturing, infrastructure, financial services, energy and resources, media and telecommunication
industries.
This report builds upon the findings of the Mahlab Roundtable series released from August 2014,
featuring discussion of the roles of general counsel and company secretary.
We invite you to keep watch in early 2016 for our upcoming Roundtable Reports. The next two
releases will focus on the role of deputy general counsel and a lawyer’s experience and outcomes
in moving into a corporate role for the first time.
All roundtables are conducted under Chatham House Rules.
We thank all participants for their enthusiastic involvement and candid contributions.
Please join the conversation #MahlabRound, follow @MahlabLegal and connect with us on LinkedIn.
Sincerely,
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Exploring the role of Sole Legal Counsel
Due to increased regulatory compliance and the proven value of in-house counsel, many companies
are appointing an in-house lawyer for the first time.
The roundtable discussion with sole legal counsel (solos) highlighted the diversity of activity within
the role. Solos are provided with a wide array of duties and responsibilities, gaining great opportunities
for personal and professional growth. They are also faced with challenges that are quite specific
to the role.

Opportunities
Laying the foundations
A major attraction of the sole legal counsel role is the autonomy it provides. Solos ‘own’ the legal
function and are able to make it their own. In the context of greenfield roles, this means setting up the
legal function from scratch, a responsibility which fosters great professional satisfaction.
Generally the role is very broad, encompassing not only legal but also regulatory, compliance, human
resources and OH&S legal matters. For many, this breadth is a refreshing change from the specialist
‘silos’ of private practice or working in a large in-house team where lawyers are allocated specific
areas of focus.
Solos are afforded a ‘business-wide’ view because they are servicing more than just one area of the
business. Through this, solos feel they have a good understanding of the company as a whole and,
in turn, can provide meaningful and commercially relevant advice.

Building influence
The degree of influence sole counsel have can depend on whether or not they sit on the executive
leadership team (ELT) and how senior management views the legal function. A direct reporting line
to the CEO and a seat at the leadership table gives the legal function visibility and credibility.
Many solos are involved in board meetings because of their company secretary and governance
responsibilities. This exposes them to the non-legal aspects of the business, broadening their
commercial experience and their understanding of how decisions are made in the company.
The ability to contribute to the direction of the business is a key attraction for lawyers in a sole legal
counsel role.
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Challenges
Many hats, no helping hands
The sole legal counsel role is very hands-on and the lack of legal team support poses a challenge.
The inability to recruit a supporting legal counsel or paralegal requires sole counsel to handle tasks of
all levels, including updating websites and lodging regulatory forms. From an executive and non-legal
perspective, such tasks are viewed as being part of the sole counsel function. This can cause
frustration, particularly when there is a large amount of administrative work that could be completed
by, say, a paralegal.
Further to this, solos face the challenge of managing the expectation that they should be able to
finalise all legal issues in an environment where there is a lack of resources.
A number of suggestions were discussed in the attempt to find a solution to alleviate such challenges:
•

Hiring law students interested in completing their Practical Legal Training (PLT) to gain some
hands-on commercial experience.

•

Developing a triage system to deal with a high volume of work by delegating non-legal
administrative work (such as submitting forms) to another part of the business.

•

Creating a ‘Cc’ folder to file emails that sole counsel had been copied into that didn’t require
urgent attention, to be reviewed once a week.

•

Outsourcing work to an external lawyer for crosschecking and verification as a method of
managing and prioritising work while keeping costs under control.

Selling value
A challenge identified by solos who do not sit on the executive leadership team is the lack of
‘line-of-sight’ visibility to business executives, and therefore difficulties in gaining recognition of the
value of the internal legal function.
Some solos saw themselves as being ‘lower in the pecking order’ than other areas of the business
(such as the finance department), so it’s felt that there is a need to ‘sell’ the legal role to business
executives.
This issue is compounded by the fact that the role of the sole legal counsel is becoming more and
more diverse. Some solos noted that they are asked complicated non-legal questions in the demand
for immediate answers to complex business scenarios.
Whilst there is a perception that solos are ‘trouble-shooters’ for the business for legal matters, senior
executives can sometimes ignore the importance of good corporate governance, education, and
training – all of which can be offered by the sole legal counsel. One solo noted that his organisation
has a tendency to regard the legal function as the equivalent of the ‘fun police’.
It was agreed among solos that there is greater appreciation for the sole legal counsel function if a
business experiences some form of ‘shock’, such as an investigation by a regulator or major litigation.

Reporting to overseas holding companies
Working with cross-jurisdictional teams can be demanding for those in sole counsel roles. It is
common to work across several time zones and, for those affected, attending teleconferences during
early hours of the morning is common, often impacting work/life balance.
Furthermore, cultural working-style is important when working with overseas counterparts. Some solo
counsel had to adjust and accommodate their work-style to those of their overseas colleagues.
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For example, one solo regarded Japanese lawyers as reactive rather than proactive, American
lawyers tended to ‘cut to the chase’ and English lawyers were commonly ‘polite’ and tended to ‘dance
around the issues’. Sole counsel recognise the need to be able to cross the cultural divide in a way
that is consistent with their overseas counterparts.

Budget constraints
For some sole counsel, budgetary constraints on external legal spend impact the way in which they
carry out their function. For established sole counsel roles in larger organisations, it was common for
a budget to be set. Some solos have never had to work with a budget, although spikes in legal
expenditure would attract attention from management.

Relationships with external legal service providers
Most sole counsel engage external law firms to assist with more specialised areas of law, such as
finance and employment. Employment law, in particular, is viewed among solos as an area of focus
in relation to restraint of trade, bullying and harassment claims.
Whilst some solos engage law firms via a panel, some smaller organisations prefer developing close
relationships with select firms, with no particular procurement strategy. Few solos said they had strong
relationships with the international firms. There appeared to be general dissatisfaction with
international firms because they have been unable to foster positive working relationships with the
solos. The general sentiment expressed was that partners of such firms are very distracted with
other matters, they are inflexible with fee arrangements and they are more interested in courting
larger client work.
Sole counsel prefer to use smaller boutique firms that offer flexible billing options and capped rates.
Some solos opt to divide work among themselves and an external law firm as a cost-effective way
of working with external providers. Others look for greater value for money by seeking free training
sessions from external law firms on topics of interest. Most solos agreed that the majority of external
fees came from litigation costs, where there is less room for fee negotiation and more unpredictability.
Law firm marketing does not always match with service delivery and sole counsel want honest and
open communication, authenticity and partners who ‘stick to the script’.

Isolation
The autonomous nature of the role has led some sole counsel to feel that they are isolated from
the rest of the business and from others in the profession.
Whenever possible, those in solo roles seek opportunities to interact with other lawyers to deal with
the isolation they feel. Solos discussed networking through industry associations and attending
continuing legal education (CLE) and networking events. Many sole counsel are still connected
to former colleagues from their early law firm years.

Looking ahead
Gaining further responsibilities or moving to a leadership role in a larger legal team are considered
natural career steps for sole counsel. Others aspire to transitioning internally into a commercial role,
with the Chief Operating Officer position most favoured.
Moving into a senior commercial role can be appealing if it does not demand a ‘haircut in salary’.
Many legal counsel who aim for a senior commercial role contemplate or have undertaken further
study, including Master of Business Administration (MBA) qualifications.
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